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Regeneration
of axons after Wallerian
degeneration
is influenced by various factors localized
to the distal nerve stump.
We have examined
elongation
of axons to assess the relative influence of basal lamina and of Schwann
cells in lesions with and without interruption
of the Schwann cell tubes.
In particular,
we wanted
to follow the growth
of axons
throughout
the same distal nerve stump. Silicone cuff and
patch electrodes
with multiple contacts were therefore
implanted around hindlimb
nerves proximal and distal to the
lesion. The tibia1 nerve was cut and sutured (15 nerves) or
crushed (10 nerves). A 20-25-mm-long
segment distal to the
lesion was in addition frozen in four crushed and in seven
sectioned
nerves to eliminate
the Schwann
cells. Six unlesioned tibia1 nerves from four cats served as control. Reinnervation
of plantar muscle occurred
42-54 d after nerve
crushing
and 42-84 d after nerve sectioning
(P < 0.01).
Regeneration
was followed by weekly electrophysiological
observations
that allowed serial identification
of the fastestgrowing-individual
axons, with conduction
velocities
of 0.5
3 m/set and amplitudes
of 0.15-0.5 rV. Unmyelinated
axons
were present at the most distal lead of the electrode
array
from which action potentials
were identified.
The rate of
elongation
after both crushing
and crush+freeze
was 3-4
mm/d, and after sectioning
only 2.5 mm/d (P < 0.01). Freezing in addition to sectioning
was associated
with even slower
elongation
of 1.2 mm/d. Distal to the frozen portion of the
nerve elongation
accelerated.
Our findings suggest that regeneration
was slowed throughout
the nerve distal to a sectioning compared
with a crushing lesion, and that depletion
of Schwann
cells only influenced
axonal elongation
after
interruption
of the basal lamina. This suggests that the basal
lamina tubes at the lesion site may facilitate the action of
neurotropic
factors of distal origin.
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COPY1
Several linesof evidence suggestthat the distal nerve stump has
important tropic effects on axons regenerating after Wallerian
degeneration.It has been shown in different speciesthat nerve
fibers preferentially grow toward a peripheral nerve stump
(Lundborg et al., 1986; Mackinnon et al., 1986; Weis and
Schroder, 1989).This directional growth may be due to a tropic
effect exerted by chemotactic diffusible factors (Politis et al.,
1982). On the other hand, the preferential reinnervation of a
motor nerve by motor neurons (Brushart, 1988) wassuggested
to be due to trophic interactions between the axons and the
pathway or the end-organ (Brushart, 1990). Other studiessuggest that surface factors associatedwith the basal lamina may
be equally or even more important for early axonal elongation
than diffusible factors (Ard et al., 1987; Bresjanacand Sketelj,
1989).
In order to study the relative importance of such factors on
regeneration in vivo, it is important to be able to follow the
outgrowth of fibers in the samenerve, and to be able to ascertain
whether changesin rate of elongation along the innervation path
occur as a consequenceof different lesion procedures. Most
electrophysiological studiesof peripheral nerve regenerationin
vivo have, however, beencarried out by recording the compound
action potential from muscle supplied by the lesioned nerve
(Hodes et al., 1948; Gilliatt and Hjorth, 1972; Williams and
Gilliatt, 1977; Krarup and Gilliatt, 1985). This approach does
not uncover transient changesin the rate of outgrowth. In vitro
measurementsof conduction along segmentsof nerves regenerated after different types of lesionshave been of usein determining the most distal site reached during regeneration at a
given point in time (Berry et al., 1944; Jacobson and Guth,
1965). However, as these recordings do not allow sequential
observations from the samenerve fiber population during regeneration, statistical evaluation of large groups of nerves is
necessaryto demonstratevariations in outgrowth of axons after
different lesions.Histological studieshave the samedisadvantage.
We have therefore used a method of implanting arrays of
electrodesalong the nerve in order to follow the axons asthey
grow along the distal nerve stump after Wallerian degeneration.
Stein et al. (1975) used implanted cuff electrodesaround cat
nerves to record nerve action potentials over long periods, and
Davis et al. (1978) examined retrograde changesafter a distal
nerve lesion. Krarup et al. (1988) used the same method to
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Cat

Right

Left

4
6
7

Crush
Crushh
Section
No lesion
No lesion

Crush + freeze
Section
Section + freeze
Section
No lesion

2
2

During the weekly recording sessions the cats were lightly anesthetized
with intramuscular ketamine (15 mg/kg) and xylazine (2 mg/kg), repeated subcutaneously as necessary. After the sessions the cats were kept
for 24 hr in separate cages.
At the completion of the experiment, deep anesthesia for vascular
perfusion was induced by intraperitoneal pentobarbital(40 mg/kg body
weight) and an overdose of 250 mg of pentobarbital was given intracardially at the start of infusion of the fixative (see below).

lesions

Nerve lesions

d One cat had no implanted electrodes.
h One of the lesions was incomplete and not evaluated in the present study.
axonal growth after a crush lesion and found that the
method probably could be used to identify the fastestgrowing
fibers. It is possiblewith this procedure to record extracellular

follow

action

potentials

of single axons by averaging

(Rindos

et al.,

1984; Krarup and Loeb, 1988). However, correspondencebetween the presenceof action potentials from a distal electrode
site and the presenceof nerve fibers and their characteristics
has not been ascertainedmorphologically. We have, by light
and electron microscopy, further examined whether the implanted electrodesgive an accurateindication of the early growth
of nerve fibers and usedthe method to investigate regeneration
after different types of nerve lesions.
Previous

studies have shown that regeneration

mav occur in

the absenceof Schwanncells both after crushing(Bresjanacand
Sketelj, 1989) and sectioning (Ide et al., 1983). The relative
influence of the presence of Schwann cells in these situations is,
however, unclear. In the cat tibia1 nerve the rate of axonal elon-

gation and early maturation wasdetermined in conditions with
preservedand interrupted Biingner bands (crush vs section lesion) and alsoafter segmentalSchwanncell depletion (by freezing and thawing).
A preliminary report hasbeenpublished(Fugleholm and Krarup, 1992).

Materials

and Methods

Animals
Twenty-one young adult cats were used. Permission was obtained from
the national animal experiment committee.

Narcosis,surgery, and postoperative care
Deep anesthesia for surgery was induced by intraperitoneal pentobarbital (40 mg/kg body weight) and maintained by diluted intravenous
doses of pentobarbital (2.5-5 mg/kg as required). The hindlimbs and
the back were shaved, and the skin disinfected by iodine. During the
operation the cat was fixed by hip-pins and rested on a water-heated
rubber pad (model K-20, American Medical Systems, Cincinnati, OH)
to avoid hypothermia. Tibia1 nerve lesions and the implantation of
electrodes (see below) were performed during the same surgical session
under aseptic conditions. The tibia1 nerve was identified media1 to the
Achilles tendon and 7 cm of the nerve, which at this portion is free of
branches, was completely freed from surrounding tissue attachments by
careful dissection. After nerve lesions and placement ofdevices, surgical
wounds were closed in at least two layers. The cats were kept in an
incubator for up to 3 d postoperatively to avoid hypothermia. Prophylactic Streptocillin (NOVO, Copenhagen, Denmark; 1.5 ml, 250 mg of
dihydrostreptomycinsulfate and 200,000 IU benzylpenicillinprokain
per
ml) was given intramuscularly preoperatively and for 7 d postoperatively. The cats were transferred from the incubator to separate cages
when fully awake (2-3 d) and thereafter to a large (3.5 x 5.5 m) common
cage (after 3-4 d) where they were allowed to move freely. The cats
resumed normal locomotion and behavioral pattern 3-4 d after surgery
and were carefully observed for gait disturbances, sores, and other signs
ofdiscomfort due to the implanted electrodes or the circuit board. When
such problems occurred (three cats), the experiment was discontinued.

Lesions were carried out on 36 tibia1 nerves of 19 cats; six nerves without
lesions from four cats were used as controls. Table 1 shows the type of
tibia1 nerve lesion in each leg of the 2 1 cats studied.
The tibia1 nerve was crushed or sectioned l-10 mm proximal to the
tibia1 cuff electrode (Fig. 1; see below). Crush lesions were made by
forceps with 3-mm-wide tips covered with silicone rubber to avoid
cutting the supporting connective tissue. The forceps were held clamped
for at least 15 set, after which the crushed part of the nerve appeared
as a flattened translucent band. The nerves were sectioned with a pair
of sharp scissors; the nerve ends were joined using epineural 10-O nylon
suture under an operating microscope. Some nerves were frozen immediately before crushing or sectioning. The frozen segment comprised
the lesion site and a distance of 20-25 mm of the nerve distal to it; that
is, the tibia1 nerve cuff electrode covered approximately 20 mm of the
frozen portion of the nerve. The nerve was lifted from the underlying
tissue and a metal probe cooled in liquid nitrogen was intermittently
held against it for 5 min to achieve the effect of repeated freezing and
thawing. The effectiveness of this procedure with respect to Schwann
cell depletion and axonal degeneration had previously been ensured in
two rat sciaticnerves that were studied bv electron microsconv after 24
and 48 hr (K. Fugleholm, H. Schmalbruch, and C. Krarup, unpublished
observations). Complete loss of axonal continuity was assured electrophysiologically the day after surgery by absence of conduction across
the site of the lesion.

Electrophysiology
Electrodes.In 20 of the 2 1 cats electrodes were implanted in both hindlimbs around the sciatic and tibia1 nerves (Fig. 1). Silicone cuff electrodes (Micro Probe Inc., Clarksburg, MD) (Fig. 1) contained multiple
circuinferentially (270” ofa circle) arranged stainless steel wire electrodes
(type 316 alloy, nine strands of 25 pm, AS 63 1, Cooner Sales Co.,
Chatsworth, CA). The electrode placed around the tibia1 nerve had an
internal diameter of 3 mm and eight leads, and the cuff around the
sciatic nerve had an internal diameter of 4 mm and six leads. After
placement, the cuffs were closed by external sutures corresponding to
each lead (Fig. 1). The internal diameters ofthe cuffs were 30-40% larger
than the diameter of the nerves to avoid compression. Free sliding of
the nerve within the cuff was ascertained and the cuff was then fixed to
underlying muscle fascia. A silicone patch electrode (Fig. 1) with two
leads was placed on the fascia of the plantaris muscle and attached by
sutures. One wire electrode was implanted subcutaneously on the dorsum of the foot for recording from the plantar flexor muscles. An earth
electrode was implanted subcutaneously in the left hip region. All cables
were insulated with Teflon except for the bared parts at the stimulation/
recording sites. The leads were passed subcutaneously to the back, resurfaced through a small skin incision, and soldered on connections on
a printed circuit board anchored to the spine. The circuit board allowed
each lead to be connected for stimulation or recording as needed. Subcutaneous loops of wire were formed in the hip regions to avoid pulling
on the nerve during the cat’s movements.
Recordingsessions.
Serial observations began the day after the operation and were repeated weekly. The cat was placed on a water-heated
rubber pad (38°C) and covered with cotton during the recording in order
to keep the temperature of the legs and feet reasonably constant. The
skin temperature of the foot was measured by means of a thermocouple;
it was 33.5-35.5’X. The electrical integrity of the contacts was tested in
situbefore each session by measuring the impedances (typically about
500 Q) between each lead and earth and between adjacent leads.
Regenerated axons distal to the site of the lesion were identified by
stimulating the nerve at the electrode sites in the tibia1 cuff, and the
ascending action potential was recorded at two sites along the undamaged sciatic nerve (Fig. 1, top). The stimulus was first applied to the
most proximal pair of the tibia1 electrodes (cathode at lead 7, lead
numbering as indicated in Fig. l), and if an action potential could be
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of implanted electrodes. Right,
Cuff and patch electrodes at the sciatic, tibia& and plantar nerves. The
horizontal dashed lines to the right mark the position of the numbered
individual circumferential leads within the cuffs and horizontal leads
on the plantar patch. The distances between leads were 7.5 mm, except
for 3 mm between leads 3 and 4 of the sciatic cuff. *, Approximate
position of the section or crush lesion. Left, Pairs of ascending compound nerve action potentials from an unlesioned nerve. The responses
were evoked at four different sites in the tibia1 cuff and recorded at two
sites along the sciatic nerve. The recording leads were connected in a
tripolar configuration (R, and RJ with a central lead connected to the
negative input of the differential amplifier and symmetrically flanked
by two shunted leads connected to the positive input. S indicates the
onset of the stimulus. The conduction velocity above each pair of traces
was calculated from the stimulus cathode to the distal recording site
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elicited, the stimulus site was stepwise moved in the distal direction
(cathode at lead 8, 9, etc.) until an action potential (500 responses
averaged with a stimulus repetition rate of 2 per second) was no longer
recordable. When the front of regenerating nerve fibers had passed through
the tibia1 cuff, the time needed to reach the plantar muscles and establish
functional neuromuscular transmission was determined by recording
the muscle action potential from the plantar flexor muscles evoked by
stimulation of the tibia1 nerve. The electrophysiological observations
were continued beyond the end-point of the present study in 12 cats in
order to follow maturation.
Stimulation. The nerve was activated by a biphasic negative-positive
pulse (usually with a duration of each phase of 0.1 msec) from a photoisolated battery-powered, constant-current stimulator with an output
of up to 10 mA. The threshold of normal fibers when stimulated in the
tibia1 or sciatic cuffs was between 0.1 and 0.4 mA. Because of the high
threshold of newly regenerated axons (4-7 mA) it was necessary to apply
a stimulus of 7-10 mA (i.e.. a lo-20-fold hiaher maximal stimulus
current than in normal nerve)‘and in some cases-to increase the stimulus
duration from 0.1 msec to 0.2 msec. In most instances the amplitude
of the response did not increase further when the stimulus duration was
increased. In some instances, however, components were recruited at
longer stimulus duration. This occurred together with a shortening of
the latency, which made it likely that spread of the stimulus current had
occurred.
Recording. Tripolar electrode configurations (Fig. 1, top) were used
for recording the nerve action potentials in order to improve spatial
focusing (Stein and Pearson, 197 1; Stein et al., 1975). The central lead
in the tripole (lead number 2 or 5, Fig. 1) was connected to the negative
input and the two flanking leads (lead numbers 1 and 3 or 4 and 6, Fig.
l), at symmetrical distances of 7.5 mm from the central lead, were
connected together to the positive input of the high-impedance differential amplifier (type 15CO2, Dantec), with a bandwidth of 200-6000
Hz, 3 dB down. Action potentials were averaged in a Nicolet 4562
averager at sampling intervals of 5-10 fisec; responses from single myelinated fibers could be distinguished from noise when 500 responses
were averaged (see below).
The compound muscle action potential from the plantar muscles was
recorded (15CO2, Dantec, 10 Hz to 10 kHz, 3 dB down) between one
of the leads in the plantar patch and the single wire electrode on the
dorsum of the foot, or in some instances between the two electrodes in
the plantar patch.
Parameters. The amplitudes of the nerve action potentials were measured peak-to-peak. Latencies were measured to the first positive peak
ofthe response in order to calculate the conduction velocity ofthe fastest
conducting fibers. The conduction velocity along the sciatic nerve was
calculated from the distance and conduction time between the central
leads of the two sciatic recording tripoles when the tibia1 nerve was
stimulated at one site. The conduction velocity from the tibia1 to the
sciatic nerve was calculated from the stimulus-response latency to the
central lead of the most distal sciatic nerve recording tripole. The conduction velocity between two stimulus cathodes along the tibia1 nerve
(along regenerated fibers) was calculated from the distance between them
and the difference in latency to one sciatic recording site. Since the same
fibers may not be stimulated at two sites along the tibia1 nerve during
early regeneration, the conduction velocity of the regenerated part of
the nerve, that is, between the cathode in the tibia1 cuff and the lesion
site, was also extrapolated in the following way: The conduction time
from the lesion to a recording site at the sciatic nerve was calculated
from the conduction velocity between the two recording sites in the
sciatic nerve. This time was subtracted from the stimulus-response
latency between the tibia1 cathode and the distal sciatic recording site.
The resulting conduction time between the tibia1 cathode and the lesion
was finally divided into the distance between stimulus site and lesion.
This extrapolation was an average of conduction velocity along a portion
of the nerve with varying degree of maturation. Moreover, it did not
take into account slow conduction through the site of the nerve lesion

t
(R,) and shows a proximodistal conduction velocity gradient. The conduction velocity along the sciatic nerve calculated from the conduction
time between R, and R, was 100 m/set for all stimulus sites, and the
velocity between two sites of stimulation (cathodes 7 and 13) at the
tibia1 nerve was 85 m/set.
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Figure 2. Electron micrographs from a tibia1 nerve with a crush+freeze injury to show loss of Schwann cells after freezing. The section was
obtained 7 d after the nerve lesion from the frozen nerve segment approximately 5 mm distal to the crush lesion. A, Folded basal lamina tube with
myelin debris. From the circumference of the basal lamina profile, the approximate original diameter of the fiber was calculated to 9.4 Nrn. B,
Empty “ghost” basal lamina tube surrounded by collagen fibers. The calculated original diameter was 4.9 pm. C, Basal lamina tube containing
several regenerating axonal profiles, but no Schwann cells. The calculated original diameter was 4.4 pm. D, Single axonal profile inside a basal
lamina tube. The calculated original diameter was 1.8 pm. Scale bars: A, 1 pm; B and C, 0.5 pm; D, 0.2 pm.
and along a portion of the nerve with a variable length (about l-2 mm)
of retrograde degeneration and regeneration.
The distances between implanted cuff and patch electrodes were measured after vascular perfusion fixation for histology in a position corresponding to that during recording, that is, 90” hip and knee flexion
and 90” ankle dorsiflexion. The sciatic, tibial, and plantar nerves were
exposed, and all distances, including that to the lesion site, were measured using a piece of wet braided silk suture.

Histological examination
Five of the 2 1 cats were terminated before reinnervation of the plantar
muscles had occurred. In four of these cats, the tibia1 nerves were fixed
by perfusion via the abdominal aorta with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in Ringer’s solution; the excised nerves were additionally fixed in glutaraldehyde for 15 hr, postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, and embedded in
Embed 8 12 (Electron Microscopic Sciences, Fort Washington, PA). One
of these cats (right side crushing, left side sectioning) was perfused 2
weeks after surgery immediately after electrophysiological testing; at
this time action-potentials could be elicited in both legs from electrodes
in the tibia1 cuff(Fiz. 1). In order to ascertain the effectiveness ofcrushing
and freezing of the-nerve, the tibia1 nerves of the fifth cat were crushed

and crushed and frozen, respectively; no electrodes were implanted.
This cat was killed 7 d after surgery by an overdose of pentobarbital.
The tibia1 nerves were excised without perfusion but otherwise treated
as above.
Cross sections of the nerves 3 Km thick from various levels of the
tibia1 and plantar nerves were stained with p-phenylenediamine.
The
sections for electron microscopy were stained with uranyl acetate and
lead citrate.
The nerves of the cat, which had been terminated when axons had
apparently reached the tibia1 cuff, were investigated by electron microscopy at levels corresponding to the electrodes. The aim of this
experiment was to determine whether the most distal site from which
an action potential could be elicited would correspond to the front of
the outgrowing axons. Approximately 20% of the total cross-sectional
area was screened to identify axonal profiles. The criteria used to distinguish axonal sprouts from Schwann cell processes were that axonal
profiles are circular and embedded into Schwann cells, thereby forming
mesaxons; that axoplasm always contains prominent microtubules and
appears less electron dense than Schwann cell cytoplasm; and that the
limiting membrane of an axon has higher contrast than that of a Schwann
cell (Taft et al.. 1988). The distinctive features were the shaoe of the
axon and the presence of a mesaxon, and there was usually no doubt
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about the nature of a structure even if other criteria were lacking. Axons
regenerating through the Schwann cell depleted frozen segment of the
nerve might lack accompanying Schwann cells; these axons were identified by their circular profile, the presence of microtubules, the lack of
a closely applied basal lamina, and the fact that they were not attached
to the persisting basal lamina tube through which they regenerated.The
degeneratednerve just distal to the level of unequivocally identifiable
axonal sprouts contained a few small circular profiles with microtubules
(seebelow). These profiles were embeddedin shallow grooves of Schwann
cells but did not form mesaxons; whether they were tips of regenerating
axons or thin Schwann cell projections remained obscure.
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Record:
R1 andR2
Stimulus:15

Results
At electrophysiological testing 1 week after surgery, neural activity was absent distal to the nerve lesions. This indicated that
Wallerian degeneration was complete. Moreover, a nerve that
had been crushed and frozen was investigated after 1 week by
electron microscopy (Fig. 2) at a site 5 mm distal to the lesion,
and did not contain axons that had survived the injury. The
nerve contained myelin debris and many empty (“ghost”) basal
lamina tubes, some of which contained axonal sprouts without
accompanying Schwann cells, This indicated that axotomy was
complete and that Schwann cells had been killed by the freezethaw procedure.
Action potentials and histological features during early
regeneration
Stimulation at different levels of the normal tibia1 nerve and
recording from two sites at the sciatic nerve resulted in pairs of
similarly shaped compound action potentials with an initial
positive phase and amplitudes of 100-500 kV. Latency differences of 0.15-0.20 msec between the potentials in each pair
corresponded to a conduction velocity of the fastest-conducting
fibers in the proximal nerve of 90-120 m/set. The conduction
velocity between sites of stimulation along the unlesioned tibia1
nerve was 70-l 10 m/set (Fig. 1).
When the tibia1 nerve was stimulated during early regeneration, the amplitudes of the potentials (0.15-0.50 hV) at the
sciatic nerve were in the range of noise. The smallest potentials
that could be distinguished from noise had an amplitude of 0.15
PV and a conduction velocity of 40 m/set. Random fast transients with such amplitudes may be recorded, even when 250500 responses are averaged. The following criteria were used to
identify stimulus-elicited potentials as originating from regenerating axons. (1) Action potentials recorded at the two sites
along the sciatic nerve had similar configurations with a shift
in latency corresponding to the range of conduction velocities
of 40-120 m/set of single myelinated nerve fibers of cat examined by similar electrodes (Rindos et al., 1984). (2) The response components were reproducible when 250 and 500 responses were averaged (Fig. 3).
Results obtained in the same cat 16 d after crushing of the
right and sectioning of the left tibia1 nerve are shown in Figure
4, A and B, respectively. When the site ofstimulation was moved
stepwise along the nerve, action potentials with increasing latencies were recorded. The latency of proximally recorded action
potentials after stimulation at different distal sites corresponded
to conduction velocities of 0.8-8.9 m/set along the immature
part of the fibers. The most distal electrode from which a response could be elicited was 47.5 mm away from the lesion after
crushing (Fig. 4A), and it was 22 mm away from the lesion after
sectioning (Fig. 4B). The proximal segment of the regenerated
nerve contained thinly myelinated axons; only unmyelinated
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Figure 3. Averagednerveactionpotentialsto showreproducibilityof
small-amplitude responsesduring regeneration 6 weeksafter a
crushtfreezelesion.The responses
wereevokedat the plantarpatch
(cathode15;seeFig. 1)andrecordedfrom two sites(R, = X andR, =
Y) alongthe sciaticnerve.The averagesof two independentbins(X,
and Y,, X, and Y,) of each250 sweeps
are shownin the upperfour
traces,and the subsequent
average(X, + X,/2 and Y, + YJ2) in the
lowertwotraces.The constantconfigurationof spikesindicatesthat the
nerve action potentialsweretime-lockedto the stimulus.S indicates
the onsetof the stimulus.The conductionvelocity alongthe sciatic
nerve of the componentwith shortestlatencywas69 m/set.Note reductionof noiseamplitudein the lowertwo traces.
axons were found at the site of the most distal electrode from
which an action potential could be elicited (Fig. 5A,B). The
distance between this electrode and the more proximal site,
where myelin sheathswere histologically detectable, wasabout
20 mm after both crushand sectionlesions(Fig. 4). This suggests
that the unmyelinated segmentsof regeneratingmyelinated fibers were at least 20 mm long. The part of the nonresponsive
nerve segmentjust distal to the most distal cathode from which
action potentials could be elicited contained myelin sheaths
without axons, proliferating Schwann cells, and small cellular
processesthat could not with certainty be identified, but which
might be the tips of new axons (Fig. 5D). Myelin breakdown
showeda proximodistal gradient, and somedistal myelin sheaths
were surprisingly well maintained although they did not contain
axons (Fig. 5C). The correlation of electrophysiologicaland histological findings supportsthe notion that action potentialscould
be elicited in the unmyelinated part of regeneratingmyelinated
fibers (Feasby et al., 1981; Krarup et al., 19Sg).
The nerve action potential of early regeneratingnerve fibers
consistedof Ijolyphasic responses(Fig. 4A.B). Its single componentswere often triphasic; the duration waslessthan 1 msec,
and the amplitude was 0.15-0.30 WV (Fig. 3). These triphasic
responsesresembledaction potentials from singlefibers(Rindos
et al., 1984; Krarup and Loeb, 1988). The responseoriginating
from the most distal excitable site at the front ofthe regenerating
fiber population sometimesconsisted of only a few discrete
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Figure 4. Comparison of histological and electrophysiological evidence of distance of regeneration after nerve crushing (A) and nerve sectioning
(B). Left (A and B), Spaced transverse sections of the tibia1 nerves 16 days after the nerve lesions. The distance between each section was 7.5 mm,
and the number ~lt the right in each section indicates the cathode level (see Fig. 1). Right, One hour prior to fixation for histology action potentials
were elicited (S = onset of stimulus) at cathodes corresponding to the transverse sections and recorded at the sciatic nerve (R, tripole, n = number
averaged). The conduction velocity between the stimulus and recording site is indicated at the urrow. The conduction velocity extrapolated (see
Materials and Methods) for the regenerated segment is shown in parentheses. ALeft, The top micrograph (P) was taken 7.5 mm above the most
proximal cathode (7). At more proximal levels fibers were more normally myelinated. The sections show gradients of regeneration and degeneration
with smallthinly myelinatedregenerating
fibers(smaNstraight arrows) at levelsP, 7, and8; bandsof Btingner(curved arrows) anddebrisat levels
9-l 3; and nearly intact but empty myelin sheaths(large straight arrows) at levels12 and 13.A:Right, action potentialscould be elicitedfrom
cathodes 7-12 but not from 13. B:Left, The top two microgruphs (PI andP2)weretaken15and7.5 mmproximalto cathode7. The sections
show
gradientsof regeneration
anddegeneration
with smallthinly myelinatedregenerating
fibers(small straight arrows) at level Pl; bandsof Biingner
(curvedarrows) anddebrisat levelsP2-9; and nearlyintact but empty myelinsheaths
(large straight arrows) at level 9. B:Right, Action potentials

couldbeelicitedfrom cathodes7 and 8 but not from 9. Scalebars,20 pm.

potentials. In order to ascertain whether they originated from
single unmyelinated axonal processesof myelinated fibers, it
was attempted to show whether they exhibited all-or-nothing
behavior. An all-or-nothing responsecould not be determined
at threshold because250-500 responseshad to be averaged.
The extracellular action potential from a single fiber would,
however, within the rangeof noiseshowall-or-nothing behavior
at the absoluterefractory period, whereasthe amplitude of the
compound action potential, when the interstimulus interval approachedthe refractory period, would gradually decreaseasmore

and more of the fibers in the samplewould becomerefractory
(Fig. 6A,D). In the example shown in Figure 6B, the conditioned
action potential (r2) disappearedwhen the interstimulus interval
wasreduced from 3.0 to 2.9 msec.This indicated that the spike
component shown reacted in an all-or-nothing fashion. The
eight potentials from different nerves tested by double stimulation all demonstrateda constant amplitude (within limits set
by noise)during the relative refractory period and occlusion of
the potential at the absolute refractory period that varied between 0.8 and 3.0 msec.The absoluteand the relative refractory
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Figure 6. The refractory periods of the
compound action potential of a normal
nerve (A) and of a single fiber potential
of a regenerated nerve (B) (n, number
of responses averaged; r,, unconditioned response; r,, conditioned response; AS, interval between first and
second stimulus; AR, interval between
r, and rz). A, r2 gradually decreased in
amplitude with decreasing AS, and was
absent when AS < 0.3 msec. The unconditioned response (r,) was electronically subtracted from the double response at ASofless than 2 msec to show
the conditioned response (r2) undisturbed. The tibia1 nerve was stimulated
at cathode 13 and the response was recorded with tripolar electrode configuration in the tibia1 cuff at leads 9-718
(see Fig. 1). B, r, had a latency of 17.8
msec (recorded with a delay of 17 msec).
r, (small arrows) disappeared in an allor-nothing fashion at AS 5 2.9 msec.
The refractory period of a second response with a latency of 24.8 msec (large
curved arrow)
was not examined. The
tibia1 nerve was stimulated at cathode
10 and the response recorded at R, (see
Fig. 1). C, The difference between the
interresponse (a) and the interstimulus (AS) interval (AI7 - AS) as a function of AS for the action potential of
the normal nerve (x) and for the action
potential of the regenerated fiber response (0) during the relative refractory
period. The dotted lines indicate the absolute refractory period. D, Amplitude
of r, of the normal nerve action potential (x ) and of the regenerated fiber (0)
as a function of AS (r, = 100%). Note
the gradual decline ofthe r, for the compound action potential in contrast to
the sudden complete loss of the single
fiber response at AS < 3.0 msec.

t
5. Electron micrographs of axon and questionable axonal sprouts. A and B correspond to level 8 (excitable), and C and D, to level 13 (not
excitable), in Figure 4A. A, Numerous axonal sprouts in two bands of Biingner are present. B, Thinly myelinated regenerated fiber representing the
most mature fibers at this level. C, A band of Biingner containing no axons (left) and a part of an almost intact myelin sheath that does not contain
an axon (arrow, right). D, A small band of Btingner consisting of Schwann cells and two cellular processes (curved arrows) that may be axonal
sprouts. Scale bars: A, B, and D, 1 pm; C, 2 pm.
Figure
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Figure 7. Scatterplot
to show distance of regeneration (ordinate) at
serial studies (time after nerve lesion; abscissa) after sectioning of one
tibia1 nerve. The recordings were repeated weekly to determine the site
of the most distal nerve response (0) and when a muscle response could
be recorded for the first time (0).
periods of these responses originating from promyelinated
fibers
were 3-10 times longer than in unlesionednerve (Fig. 6C,D).
Rate

of elongation

The front of regeneratingfibers was followed through the tibia1
cuff by serialobservations of the most distal site of excitability;
subsequently,the time was determined at which a response
could first be recorded from the plantar muscles.The distance
versus time relationship of these longitudinal studiesof elongation was linear, suggestingthat the rate of elongation of excitable fibers was constant after an initial delay (Fig. 7).
Reinnervation of plantar muscletook placeearlierafter crushing than after sectioning(42-54 d vs 42-84 d, freezeexperiments
included; P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test). The fiber front
had regenerateda shorter distance after sectioning than after
crushingin the recordingscarried out 16 d after the lesion (Fig.
4), alsosuggestinga later regenerationafter sectioningthan after
crushing. The slope of the pooled distance versus time relationship indicated an elongation rate after sectioning (2.5 mm/
d; Fig. 8B) that was 22% lower [P < 0.01, t test of the slopes
of the regressionlines (Zar, 1984)] than after crushing(3.2 mm/
day; Fig. 8A). In the individual nerves with sufficient data points
to calculate regressioncoefficients, the elongation rates estimated from the slopesalso indicated that elongation was faster
after crushing(3.6 + 0.7 mm/d, n = 5, mean f SEM) than after
sectioning(2.7 f 0.2 mm/d, n = 10; P < 0.01, Mann-Whitney
U test).
The sites along the nerves with regenerating fibers present
were closely similar in experiments with crushing of one tibia1
nerve and crush+freeze of the contralateral nerve (Fig. 8A).
Because.ofthis congruence,we limited the number of longitu-

Figure 8. Scatterplots (pooled experiments) to compare the regeneration distance (ordinate) versus time (abscissa) relationship after crushing and crush+freeze (A), sectioning and section+freeze (B), and at
expanded scale during early regeneration after sectioning and section+freeze (C). Data points (nerve action potentials: circles in A and
B, circles and triangles in C, muscle action potential, squares) were
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obtained as in Figure 7. Open symbols, crushing and sectioning alone;
solid symbols, crush+freeze and section+freeze. Regression lines (longdash lines, crushing and sectioning alone; solid and short-dash lines,
crush + freeze and section + freeze) were calculated by the method of least
squares. The linear regression equations were as follows. Distance = a
(+S,.,) mm + b (t-S,,) mm/d x days after nerve lesion, where S, x is
the SE of the estimate and S, the SE of the slope. Intercept indicates
time intercept at zero distance. In A, for crushing, distance = - 17.3
(k16.2) mm + 3.23 (kO.3) mm/d x days, r = 0.9286, n = 20, P <
0.001, intercept = 5 d; for crush+freeze, distance = -35.8 (+ 15.2) mm
+ 3.87 (kO.4) mrh/d x days, r = 0.9568, n = 8, P < 0.01, intercept =
9 d. In B, for sectioning, distance = - 15.0 (? 10.2) mm + 2.54 (kO.09)
mm/d x days, r = 0.9686, n = 49, P < 0.001, intercept = 6 d; for
section+freeze, the relationship was described by two linear regression
lines (for early regeneration (~2 1 d after the nerve lesion) the regression
is shown at expanded scale (C): early, distance = -7.0 (f 7.0) mm +
1.16 (kO.5) mm/d x days, r = 0.5601, n = 13, P 5 0.05. intercent =
6 d; late, distance = -29.7 (t 4.2) mm + 2.14 (kO.05) mm/d x days,
r = 0.9705, n = 29, P < 0.001.
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dinal experiments with crush+freeze to three nerves. The rate
of elongation of the pooled observations after crush+freeze was
3.9 mm/d, which did not differ from that after crushing alone
(P > 0.5, t test; Fig. SA).
In contrast to nerve crushing compared with crush+freeze,
the regeneration after section+freeze lagged behind that after
sectioning alone. Plantar muscle reinnervation occurred 63-84
d after section+freeze and 42-64 d after sectioning (P < 0.005,
Mann-Whitney
U test). The distance versus time relationship
of the pooled observations (Fig. 8B) showed that the observations were delayed at each distance after section+freeze compared with sectioning alone. This difference suggested that two
linear functions could describe the regeneration after section+freeze: during the first 3 weeks the elongation rate was 1.2
mm/d (Fig. 8&C) through the frozen portion of the nerve that
was partially covered by the cuff electrode; after 3 weeks this
early phase with a low rate had caused a significant shift (P <
0.001, t test) of the regression line compared with that after
sectioning alone (Fig. 8B). The initial low elongation rate after
section + freeze was 59% lower than after sectioning alone (shown
at an expanded scale in Fig. 8C); the difference between the
slopes was significant (P < 0.01, t test). The elongation rates
after sectioning alone and after section+freeze did not differ
significantly after the first 3 weeks.
Regeneration at the electrode site close to the lesion was difficult to examine with this experimental setup (see Discussion).
The most proximal electrode was placed l-l 0 mm distal to the
lesion site, and the elongation rate just distal to the lesion site
could not be measured accurately. Due to this inaccuracy, the
regeneration delay was estimated from the extrapolated intercepts of the regression lines at zero distance. The delays estimated in this fashion were 5-9 d and did not differ significantly
after crushing, crush+freeze, sectioning, and the early phase of
section +freeze (analysis of covariance; Zar, 1984).
Conduction velocities
The highest conduction velocity of action potentials when first
detected was 0.5-2 m/set along the regenerated nerve segment,
corresponding to less than 2% of controls (Figs. 4, 9). The polyphasic response contained late components, indicating that
some regenerated fibers had even lower conduction velocities.
The conduction velocity increased during early regeneration,
even before the axons had reached their target organs. The increase was continuous as it could be seen when the nerve was
investigated at an interval of 24 hr (Fig. 10). In parallel with
this maturation, the number of spikes elicited from the most
distal electrode increased, indicating that more excitable axons
had regenerated to this level between the recording sessions.
At the time when the regenerating axons had reached the
muscle, the maximum conduction velocity was higher in nerves
that had been sectioned (20-35 m/set) than in nerves that had
been crushed (1 O-l 5 m/set; Fig. 9). The increase in conduction
velocity occurred later distally than proximally along the regenerated segment, which indicated a gradient of maturation
along the regenerated axons.
Amplitudes of early nerve action potentials
The number of spikes that could be elicited during early regeneration from a given electrode increased from recording session
to recording session, suggesting that more and more axons
reached this level (Fig. 11). These spikes were widely dispersed
(29 and 36 d; Fig. 11) but the latency differences became smaller
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Figure 9. Maximal conduction velocities along control tibia1 nerves
(A) and along regeneratedtibia1 nerves (B-E) as a function of time after
surgery. A, In control nerves, the velocity was calculated from the difference in latency between the most proximal (cathode 7, Fig. 1) and
the most distal stimulus site (cathode 13). The implanted electrodes did
not cause a change in the conduction velocity. B-E, The conduction
velocities were calculated from the differences in latencies along two
segments proximally (open symbols, cathodes 7-9) and distally (solid
symbols, cathodes 1l-l 3) in the tibia1 nerve. Note the continuous increase with time after surgery.
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Figure 10. Nerve action potentials from a nerve regenerating after
crushing recorded with 24 hr interval at days 15 and 16 to show maturation and elongation of regenerating nerve fibers. The stimulus (S’)
was applied at cathodes 7, 9, 11, and 12 (Fig. 1) to the tibia1 nerve and
the action potential was recorded at R, at the sciatic nerve (n, number
of responses averaged). Within 24 hr, the latencies decreased; the number of spikes that could be elicited at cathode 12 increased from few to
a burst of spikes (lowermost two traces).
and the amplitude increasedby the time reinnervation of the
plantar muscleshad occurred (56 d; Fig. 11).
There was a tendency of the peak-to-peak amplitudes to increaseduring the early regeneration (from 0.2-0.5% of normal
to 5% of normal). Beyond 30 d, this processseemedto be faster
after crushing and crush+ freeze than after sectioning(Fig. 12)
probably becausemore axons reachedthe site of stimulus after
this time in crushednerves than in sectionednerves. After section+freeze, the responseremaineddispersedand the amplitude
increasedlittle if at all throughout the observation period.

Figure Il.

Nerve action potentials to show maturation 29-56 d after
nerve sectioning. The stimulus (5’) was applied to the tibia1 nerve at
cathode 13 (see Fig. 1) and the evoked action potential was recorded
with tripolar electrode configuration at the sciatic nerve (R,; n, number
of averaged responses). The latency decreased gradually from 25 msec

at day29to 3 msecat day 56.Thenumberof spikesincreased
markedly
whereas the peak-to-peak amplitude did not increase correspondingly,
probably due to poor synchronization with variable summation and
phase cancellation.

Nerve regenerationafter Wallerian degenerationwasmonitored
by meansof implanted electrodesin order to examine the influenceof Schwanncells on early axon growth. Our results suggestthat intact basallamina tubesare equally and possiblymore
important for axonal outgrowth than the presenceof Schwann
cells. Before commenting on these results, we wish to discuss
the problems connected with the relatively new approach of
chronic in vivo recording from regeneratingnerves.

of time are that the position and electrical properties of
the electrodesremain stable, and that they do not damagethe
nerve.
Immediately after implantation of the electrodes,the nerves
might slide l-2 mm in relation to the cuff, but connective tissue
adhesionsbetweenelectrodeand nerve formed within l-2 weeks
and prevented further changesof the nerve-cuff relationship.
The electrodes remained electrically stable, as shown by their
constant low impedance.They usually did not damagethe nerve
(Krarup and Loeb, 1988) and serial recording of compound
action potentials from unlesioned nerves disclosedno general
deterioration. The amplitude of the action potential of the nerve
declined initially by at most 50%; this was probably due to
formation of connective tissueinside the cuffs. The conduction
velocity of the nerve and the amplitude of the muscle action
potential were unaffected (Fig. 9A). In a few instances,however,
compressionof the sciatic nerve was clinically obvious; these
experiments were discontinued.

Methodological considerations
The critical points of monitoring outgrowth and maturation of
regeneratingaxons by implanted electrodes over a prolonged

Recording and stimulation
Action potentials of singlemyelinated fibers can be recordedby
a nerve-cuff electrode in unlesionednerves (Rindos et al., 1984;

Discussion

period

The Journal

Krarup and Loeb, 1988) provided the fibers are larger than 57 Km; the responses of smaller fibers with action potentials of
less than 0.1-O. 15 PV cannot be distinguished from noise even
after averaging of 500 responses (Krarup et al., 1988). Therefore,
early regeneration could not be assessed by recording action
potentials from the few unmyelinated axons at the front of regenerating fibers. In order to evaluate the activity from these
axons, we have taken advantage of the amplification of the
action potentials that occurs when they are propagated from the
unmyelinated to the myelinated portion of the regenerating axon.
This amplification made it possible to record activity originating
even from single regenerated nerve fibers.
The high stimulus strength necessary to activate the promyelinated nerve fibers made the exact site of excitation in relation
to the stimulating cathode uncertain. The increase in latency,
however, which was seen when the cathode site was moved
distally, indicated that the site of excitation was also moved
distally. A gradient of conduction velocity was found along the
tibia1 nerves. This also supports the notion that the axons were
stimulated at the site of the cathodes rather than at distant
(proximal) sites with low threshold. In addition, fewer fibers
were activated at more distal sites; this corresponded to findings
at electron microscopic examination. Electron microscopy at
the most distal excitable site revealed only unmyelinated axons.
Questionable axonal sprouts were found 7-8 mm distal to the
last lead from which a response could be evoked (Fig. 5D). If
they were axonal sprouts, they might have been unexcitable
because their membranes still contained an insufficient number
of voltage sensitive sodium channels (Waxman and Black, 1985;
Wood et al., 1992). Alternatively, they might have been sprouts
that were so thin that their action current was insufficient to
excite the proximal part of the nerve fiber at the transition
between the unmyelinated and the myelinated part of the fiber
(Goldstein and Rail, 1974). A third possibility could be that the
sprouts originated from unmyelinated fibers or from small myelinated fibers with a diameter of less than 6-7 Km.
Maturation during early regeneration
The conduction velocities measured during early regeneration
and the histological studies showed that distal propagation occurred along unmyelinated axons. Maturation, that is, myelination and increase of fiber diameter, occurred before the axons
had reached their target organs, suggesting that maturation progressed in a proximodistal direction. Conduction was faster along
the proximal segments of the regenerated nerve segment than
distally. Comparisons of crush and section lesions (Fig. 9&D)
suggested that the conduction velocities along the regenerated
tibia1 nerve increased gradually at about the same rate. At the
time of reinnervation of the plantar muscle, the conduction
velocity distal to a crush lesion was lower than distal to a section
lesion (with or without freezing). The outgrowing axons reached
the muscle earlier after a crush than after a section lesion; this
may explain why maturation at that time was more advanced
in sectioned nerves. The above-mentioned difference in increase
of the conduction velocity between crush and section lesions
might suggest that the time after the lesion rather than the distance over which the axons had grown determined the progress
of maturation of regenerated axons, and that the rate of maturation is different from the rate of elongation. Maturation occurs as a complex interaction between proximal-to-distal growth
of Schwann cells and cellular contacts between neurite and
Schwann cell membranes (Pellegrino and Spencer, 1985). Such
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Figure 12. Peak-to-peak amplitudes of the nerve action potentials versus time after crushing (open symbols) or crush+freeze (solid symbols)
(A), or sectioning (open symbols) or section+freeze (solidsymbols)
(B).
The response was evoked in the proximal part of the tibia1 cuff (cathode
9, Fig, 1) and recorded at R, in the sciatic nerve.

interaction might have kinetics that explain that the progression
of maturation may be similar after crushingand sectioningeven
though the rate of elongation differed.
Number of regeneratedfibers
Poor synchronization and phase cancellation made the peakto-peak amplitude an inaccurate indicator of the number of
fibers establishingthe response.The increaseof the amplitude
of the action potential of nerve was apparently slower after
sectioningthan after crushing(Fig. 12). This suggeststhat fewer
fibers regeneratedafter sectioningthan after crushing. Freezing
did not changethe amplitudes in crushed nerves, whereasthe
amplitudes remained low throughout the observation period
after section+freeze (Fig. 12). This wasprobably due to the fact
that fewer fibers had regeneratedand that the responseremained
more dispersedthan after sectioning alone.
Rate of elongation
The rate of elongation was determined by following the front
of excitability in serial electrophysiologicalstudies;after an initial delay the rate was constant. This is in agreementwith pre-
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vious studies (Young and Medawar, 1940; Gutmann et al., 194 1;
Sjoberg and Kanje, 1990). Extrapolation ofthe regression curves
suggested the initial delay to be about 5-6 d. However, regeneration just distal to the lesion site could not be accurately
assessed, both due to the fixed distance of 7.5 mm between
stimulus sites and because fibers proximal to the lesion site were
often excited by the proximal cathode in the tibia1 cuff. Our
method therefore did not allow detection of the gradual nonlinear initial increase in the rate of elongation as it can be seen
by the pinch technique (Sjoberg and Kanje, 1990) in which
location of the front of regenerating fibers is assessed by pinching
the regenerating nerve stepwise in the distal-proximal direction
until a reflex response is seen (Gutmann et al., 1941).
The rate of elongation after crushing was 3-4 mm/d; this
confirmed previous results obtained by the same technique
(Krarup et al., 1988) and by the pinch technique in the rabbit
(Gutmann et al., 1941) and in the rat (Sjoberg et al., 1988;
Bresjanac and Sketelj, 1989; Sketelj et al., 1989; Sjijberg and
Kanje, 1990). The timing of the first muscle response recorded
from the plantar muscles was seen to fall along the same linear
regression group as the nerve action potentials elicited in the
tibia1 cuff (Fig. 7) suggesting (1) that motor fibers regenerated
at least as fast as sensory fibers and (2) that the delay caused by
establishing functional neuromuscular transmission was small
as compared to the speed of axonal outgrowth (Ko, 1984). After
nerve sectioning, the rate of elongation was about 25% lower
than after crushing; this confirmed the findings of Gutmann et
al. (194 1). The different elongation rates found after section and
crush lesions (Fig. 8) demonstrates that slowing of regeneration
occurred throughout the distal part of the nerve. Whether the
possible mismatch between regenerating fibers and Schwann cell
tubes after nerve sectioning as opposed to crushing (Haftek and
Thomas, 1968) or whether other factors, such as impairment
of axonal transport, were responsible for the slower axonal growth
remains obscure. Regeneration after crushing combined with a
focal constriction showed a similar reduction in elongation rate
throughout the distal nerve (Krarup et al., 1988). It might be
considered whether the slower elongation after sectioning than
after crushing could be explained by a more marked Schwann
cell loss (Weinberg and Spencer, 1978) after sectioning than after
crushing due to a longer delay at the site of the lesion. This
possibility seems unlikely considering that the initial delays in
regeneration assessed by the time intercepts of the distance versus time relationships (Fig. 8A,C) were the same after both
lesions.
Depletion of Schwann cells
Freezing of the nerve distal to a crush lesion caused loss of
Schwann cells but had no effect on the rate of elongation. In
agreement with our results, Sjiiberg et al. (1988) found that the
elongation rate was unchanged provided an unfrozen nerve segment was left intact distal to the frozen segment; a reduced rate
of elongation was found when the entire distal nerve segment
was frozen. Electron micrographs of the frozen nerve segment
distal to a crush lesion showed that axons regenerated through
basal lamina tubes devoid of Schwann cells, indicating that the
normal rate of elongation was not due to migration of Schwann
cells ahead of axons. This is in agreement with the findings that
sprout formation and axonal elongation can occur independently of Schwann cells (Ide et al., 1983; Tomaselli et al., 1986;
Sketelj et al., 1989; Nadim et al., 1990) and that basal lamina
material in vitro supports sprout outgrowth in the absence of

Schwann cells (Ard et al., 1987). Wang et al. (1992) found that
neurites were misguided outside the empty basal lamina tubes
when the frozen nerve graft was pretreated with anti-laminin
antibody. It is unknown how far ahead of Schwann cells axons
can regenerate. It is well established, however, that axonal regeneration over long distances and maturation of nerve fibers
depend on the presence of Schwann cells (Hall, 1986; Sjijberg
and Kanje, 1988; Bresjanac and Sketelj, 1989; Nadim et al.,
1990).
In contrast to the inconspicuous effect of freezing on nerve
regeneration distal to a crush, freezing over 20-25 mm distal
to a section lesion was associated with slowed elongation through
the frozen segment. Elongation accelerated distal to the frozen
area and became similar to that after sectioning alone. Hence,
Schwann cell depletion distal to the lesion became more important for axonal outgrowth when the basal lamina tubes were
severed (section+freeze)
than when they were intact
(crush+freeze).
Ultrastructural
studies of nerve regeneration
across the gap after a section lesion have shown that Schwann
cell columns are formed both from the proximal and from the
distal stump (Thomas, 1966). The impaired regeneration after
section+freeze experiments might be due to the fact that the
distal stump could not contribute Schwann cells to such columns. Ide et al. (1983) also demonstrated axonal regeneration
through acellular nerve grafts, and it might be speculated that
the rate of migration or proliferation or both of the Schwann
cells from the proximal nerve stump under such circumstances
become essential and influence the rate of axonal elongation.
Alternatively, one might suggest that the slowed elongation in
the section+freeze experiments was due to deficiency of diffusible factors (Politis et al., 1982) released by Schwann cells distal
to the frozen segment. Diffusion of such factors could be reduced
if the basal lamina tubes were interrupted. Also in this case, the
speed at which Schwann cells comigrate with the axons could
limit the rate of axonal elongation (Hall, 1986; Thomas, 1989).
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